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Considerable attention has been paid by mathematicians to the subject of

recursive analysis, and in particular to the recursive real numbers, i.e. the class of

Dedekind cuts which can be defined by an effective algorithm. From the point

of view of recursion theory, however, it is more natural to consider certain non-

recursive Dedekind cuts, especially those which are recursively enumerable (r.e.)

because most results in recursion theory are trivial at the level of recursive sets.

In addition to generalizing well-known properties of recursive real numbers, the

study of r.e. Dedekind cuts has applications to ordinary recursion theory. The

dense linear ordering imposed by the rationals enables simplification of some

ordinary proofs, and gives rise to several new order analogues of standard proper-

ties. Although our results were first derived for cuts, most are easily generalized to

Jockusch's semirecursive sets [5], which may be viewed as generalized "cuts" in

some recursive linear ordering of N.

We begin by establishing the reducibility relationships between the standard

definitions of a real number. We prove that there are no creative or quasicreative

Dedekind cuts, although there is a Dedekind cut in every truth table degree. We

use a priority argument to construct a r.e. Dedekind cut which is not a cylinder.

This has as a corollary the result of P. R. Young [26] that there are pseudo-creative

sets which are not splinters. We develop the cylinder properties of cuts, and disprove

the order analogue of Myhill's theorem. Finally, we generalize a theorem of Yates

[23] by constructing a semicreative Dedekind cut of every Turing degree, and as a

corollary we generalize Jockusch's theorem [4] that in every Turing degree there

is an w-degree consisting of a single 1 -degree.

The dense linear ordering apparently prevents the classification of r.e. Dedekind

cuts by the standard division of r.e. sets into categories such as creative sets or

simple sets. However, some of our main results may be summarized as attempts to

partially classify r.e. (lower) Dedekind cuts by certain classes of fixed point free

maps which preserve them. Let RL(RU) denote the class of real numbers in the
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interval [0, 2] whose lower (upper) Dedekind cut is r.e., g the set of rationals in

[0, 2], and define,

F(RU, g) = {/1 /a recursive function from Ru to g and (a)[ce e Ru => fi(a) =£ a]},

F-(RU, g) = {/1 fie (Ru, Q) & («)[0 *aeRu^ /(«) < a]}.

In similar fashion, define F~(RU, Rv), F(Q, Q) and £"(g, g). A' recursive

function fie £(-, •) is said to preserve the real number a if

G8)[j8 e domain/^ [{ß > a => /(jS) > a] & [¿S g a => /(£) á «]]].

We now uniformly summarize some main results :

(1) For all nontrivial a e RL andfe F~(RU, g),/fails to preserve a (Corollary

1.11).

(2) In every Turing degree there exists some a e RL, and fie F'(RU, Ru) such

that / preserves a (Theorem 4.4).

(3) There is an a e RL not preserved under any fie F(Q, Q) (Theorem 3.5).

(Since the functions in £(g, g) are much weaker than those whose domain is

Ru, it is trivial to find elements aeRL preserved under some/e£ (g, g), but

more interesting to find elements not preserved.)

Background material on recursion theory may be found in Kleene [6], and

Rogers [17]. We use the standard enumeration of r.e. sets, IF0, Wx,..., that is

obtained by setting We = {x\ (3y)Tx(e, x,y)} for each e; and we set

W* = {x\(3y)<eTi(e,x,y)}

for each e and z. For natural numbers x<y, I[x, y] will denote the finite set

{x, x+1, x + 2,..., y}. We will also use the standard effective indexing of the

finite sets, {Dx}. Namely, if xx,x2,...,xn are distinct natural numbers, and

x=2*i + 2*2-|-h2*», then Dx denotes{xx, x2,..., xn}, and D0 denotes the empty

set 0. The standard pairing function isj(x,y) = x+(%)(x+y)(x+y+ 1), and k(x),

l(x) are recursive functions such that x=j(k(x), l(x)) for all x.

Lower case Greek letters denote real numbers and [a, ß] (respectively (a, ß),

(a, ß]) denotes the closed (respectively open, half-open) real interval with endpoints

a and ß, as in ordinary real analysis. We will refer to the standard reducibilities,

such as many-one (m : 1), truth table (//), and Turing (T) reducibilities, which are

defined by Post [14]. If R is a reducibility, and A, B are sets of integers, A-¿RB

will denote "A is /(-reducible to 5." An R-degree is the collection of all sets which

are /(-equivalent to some set, and a degree is a Turing degree. A set A is R-complete

if it is r.e. and each r.e. set is /(-reducible to it. If A s N, A' denotes the complement

TY-^I.

1. Creativity and many-one reducibility on Dedekind cuts. With each subset

A^N, there is naturally associated a real number in the interval [0, 2], namely

$04) = 2neA2~n and 0(0) = 0. Let g denote the set of rationals in the interval
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[0, 2], and fix a one-one effective map from N onto Q, denoting the image of n

under this map by the bold face n. Similarly, for any function/on N, the rational

image of the natural number/(zz) is denoted by f(n), and the jmage of the set A £ A

by A. (The map serves merely to effectively index the rationals, and it will be clear

that all results are independent of the particular map chosen.) Identifying each «

with its image n, the lower Dedekind cut, F04), associated with the set A is defined

to be

L(A) = {n\nS ®(A)}.

(From now on "cut" will always mean Dedekind cut.) It is well known in

recursive analysis, and easy to prove (see [15]):

Lemma 1.1. A is recursive if and only ifL(A) is recursive.

Furthermore, 0(/4) is defined to be a recursive real number if L(A) is a recursive

set. Now in generalizing to the r.e. sets, we find that the equivalence in Lemma 1.1

no longer holds if "recursive" is replaced by "recursively enumerable." Instead we

have: A r.e. implies L(A) r.e., but not conversely. (The positive direction is obvious.

At the end of §3 we give a counterexample to the other direction.) Nevertheless, our

first theorem establishes a generalization of Lemma 1.1 for arbitrary Aç,N, namely

that A = TL(A).

Theorem 1.2. For any A^N,[AS ttL(A) & L(A) STA].

Proof. Assume that 0(/4) is not a rational, else A and L(A) are both recursive,

and the conclusion is immediate. To prove that L(A)STA, observe that since

O04) is nonrational,

zz e L(A) o (lk)[n < ®(A n 7[0, k])]

and

zz e (L(A))' o (3k)[n > 0(^ n 7[0, k])].

Hence, by Post's theorem (Kleene [6, p. 293]), LiA)STA. We omit the straight-

forward induction which uses the fact that 0(^4) is nonrational to establish that

A S uLiA). We merely observe that,

OeAo O({0}) e L(A),

and that

ne A o O(04 n 7[0, zz - 1 ]) u {«}) e L(A).

The reducibility relations established in Theorem 1.2 are in general the strongest

standard reducibilities which hold between A and L(A), because :

(i) In §2 we construct a set A such that L(A)SuA (Theorem 2.3);

(ii) If M is a maximal set, then M$blt L(M) Jockusch [5, Corollary 4.6].

C. G. Jockusch [5] has introduced a new notion which is relevant to the study

of cuts.
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Definition 1.3 (Jockusch). A set A s A^ is semirecursive if there is a recursive

function / of two variables such that for all x and y,

(i) f(x, y) = x or/(x, y)=y and

(ii) [x e A or y e A] => f(x, y) e A.

It can be shown (see the construction of McLaughlin and Appel in [5, Theorem

4.1 ]) that a set A is semirecursive if and only if A is an initial segment of some

recursive linear ordering of N. Since any recursive linear ordering of A can be

effectively embedded in the ordering of the rationals we immediately have

Theorem 1.4. A set A^N is semirecursive if and only if there is a recursive

one-one map i/>A from N into Q, and a cut L(B), such that ^A(A)^L(B) and >/>a(A')

= (¿05))'.

Note that every cut is a semirecursive set. In fact, the cuts are those semirecursive

sets for which >jiA may be chosen to be onto Q. For each semirecursive set A, we

choose some </>„ according to the theorem and regard it as fixed from now on. The

following results were first derived for cuts, but can be established for the more

general case of semirecursive sets by virtually the same proofs.

Lemma 1.5. If A and B are semirecursive and ASmB, then ASmB via a recursive

function fi such that

(x)(y)[Ux) < Uy) => Ufi(x)) s Uf(y))l

Proof. To avoid notational complications we will prove only the case where A

and B are cuts, and where </jA(x) = i/jtí(x) = x for all x. It will be clear how to modify

the proof for the general case. With these assumptions let ASmB via a recursive

function g. If g (the recursive function on Q induced by g) is not already order

preserving, say (3x)i3y)[x > y & g(x) < g(y)], then either x, ye A or x, y e A'

because g(A) £ B. Hence, the following recursive function / is clearly an m : 1

reduction of A to B such that / is order preserving. Define / by induction. For

x â 0 set

f(x) = max{f(y)\0Sy<x&y< x} if (3y)<x[y < x &f(y) ä g(x))

= min{f(y)\0Sy<x&y> x} if (3y)<x[y > x &f(y) S g(x)]

= g(x)   otherwise.

Definition 1.6. A subset C of a semirecursive set A is cofinal in A (denoted

C^A) if

(«)[zz e A => (3m)[m eC& </>A(m) â </u(zz)]].

Note that every r.e. semirecursive set A has a recursive subset cofinal in A, and

that any semirecursive set containing an r.e. cofinal subset is itself r.e.

Theorem 1.7. If A and B are semirecursive, A is nonrecursive, ASmB via recursive

function fi and C^A, thenfi(C)S.B.
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Proof. We may assume that / satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 1.5. Now if

CS,A but fi(C)$.B, then there exists ye B such that

(x)[x eAo >/>B(fi(x)) < My)]-

Hence, since xbB and/are recursive functions, A is recursive contrary to hypothesis.

This gives rise to an amusing property of semirecursive r.e. sets not shared by

ordinary r.e. sets.

Corollary 1.8. If A and B are semirecursive, A is nonrecursive, and A~ímB,

then A is r.e. if and only if B is r.e.

Proof. Let Ar^mB via recursive function / By Theorem 1.7, f(A)S,B, and

f-\B)SA.
It can be shown (see [5, Theorem 4.2]) that if A á mS, where S is semirecursive,

then A is semirecursive also. Thus, after showing that there are r.e. sets which are

not semirecursive, Jockusch concludes that there is no r.e. semirecursive set (hence,

no r.e. cut) which is m:l complete. We can strengthen this result as a corollary of

the following theorem, which further illustrates the difference between semirecursive

sets and ordinary sets.

Theorem 1.9. If S is semirecursive, A is nonrecursive, and A^mS, then S~iTA.

Proof. By Jockusch's result A must also be semirecursive. Since A is nonrecursive

f(A)S,S and f(A')5^S'. Clearly, then S' is r.e. in A' and S is r.e. in A, and hence

SfíTA. (Theorem 2.8 will demonstrate that in general this conclusion cannot be

strengthened to "5^(i^".)

(Rogers [17] defines a set A to be norm : 1 reducible to a set B if there is a recursive

function / such that (x)[x eAo f(x) e B join B'\, i.e. if and only if A fk m B with

a single column in each truth table. By the appropriate modification of Theorem

1.7, we can strengthen Theorem 1.9 to the following: If S is semirecursive, A is

nonrecursive and A is norm:l reducible to S, then S^TA.)

By Theorem 1.2 there is a cut (and thus a semirecursive set) of every Turing

degree. In particular, there are cuts which are not Turing complete, and thus we

have,

Corollary 1.10. There is no semirecursive set (or cut) which is m:l complete

even with respect to the class of semirecursive r.e. sets (respectively r.e. cuts). (That

is, there is no r.e. semirecursive set S such that (A)[A r.e. and semirecursive =>

A£mS].)

A set P is productive if there is a partial recursive function / such that for all e,

if IFec£, then/(e) is defined and /(e) eP— We. An r.e. set C is creative if C is

productive. Myhill [12] proved that any creative set is «z:l complete. (In fact, he

proved that if £ is productive, and A is r.e., then A^mP'.)
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Corollary 1.11 (Jockusch). There is no semirecursive set which is a creative

(or even productive) set.

Shoenfield defined a set F to be quasiproductive if there is a partial recursive

function/such that for all e, if We^P, then/(e) is defined, F)/(e)<=F, and 7)/(e)d: We.

An r.e. set A is quasicreative if A' is quasiproductive. Clearly, every creative set is

quasicreative. The converse fails for ordinary sets, but on semirecursive sets we

have,

Lemma 1.12. For any semirecursive set A, if A is quasiproductive, then A is

productive.

Proof. Let A be quasiproductive via the partial recursive function / Define the

recursive function h as follows:

Whie) = {x | (3y)[y e We & ^A(y) â £,(*)]}.

Now A is easily seen to be productive via the partial recursive function g defined

as follows:

g(x) = v,    where y is such that </jA(y) = max {i/>A(z) \ z e DHMx»}.

Corollary 1.13. There is no quasicreative (quasiproductive) semirecursive set.

In view of Corollaries 1.11 and 1.13, it is now natural to ask whether the recursive

linear ordering of the rationals will permit even weak forms of creativity such as

semicreativity (defined by Dekker [1].) This question is answered affirmatively in §4.

T. G. McLaughlin has observed another interesting corollary of Theorem 1.9.

If C is a creative set, then for every r.e. set A, ASmC. However, the deficiency set

of C, defined in [2, p. 365], denoted Dc, is semirecursive (Jockusch [5, Theorem

3.2]). Thus by Theorem 1.9, if ASmDc, then A has degree either 0 or 0'. Thus

passing to the deficiency set "filters out" most m:l reducibility, although it

preserves Turing degree.

2. Dedekind cuts and truth table reducibility. In this section we justify our

parenthetical remark following Theorem 1.2 by constructing a set A such that L(A)

is not »-reducible to A (Theorem 2.3). After constructing a cut of every ri-degree,

we show how //-reducibility on cuts can be conveniently characterized in terms of

conditions on certain half open real intervals (Corollary 2.7). We then use this

characterization (in Theorem 2.8) to construct nonrecursive r.e. cuts, L(A) and

F(77), such that F04)^mF(77), but L(B)$ttL(A) thus establishing Theorem 1.9 as

the best (standard) reducibility result. It will be convenient to have in mind the

following definition of truth table reducibility.

Definition 2.1. BSuA if there are recursive functions f(x), g(x) such that for

all x,

(1) (v)[v e DHx) => Dy<=Dg(x)] and

(2) xeBo (3y)[y e Df(x) & Dy £ A & (Dgix) - Dy) £ A'].
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The conditions on A can be rephrased as conditions on the real number <b(A)

by using the initial binary expansions of real numbers which lie in certain open

real intervals. In the following lemma we exclude the case where OL4) is rational

so as to avoid certain rationals with two distinct binary expansions. The lemma is

used only to facilitate the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Lemma 2.2. If OL4) is not rational, then B^ttA if and only if there are recursive

functions f(x), m(x) such that for all x,

(1) (y)[y e Drix) => A,£/[0, m(x)]] and

(2) xeBo i3y)[y e D!W & O(^) e (0(Os), 0(£>y) + 2-*<*>)].

Proof. Let B^tt A. Given ^(x) as in Definition 2.1 define mix) = max {z | ze Dg(x)}.

If OL4) is nonrational then for Dy^I[0, mix)],

0(£g < OL4) < 0(A/) + 2-m<*) o An I[0, mix)] = Dy.

The converse is clear.

Let QF denote the subset of g consisting of those rationals which can be given by

a finitely nonzero binary expansion. Namely,

(2.1) QF = {x | <ßy)[x = 0(/)y)]}.

(Note that for any x, x e g is effectively presented as a quotient of natural numbers,

so we can effectively determine whether x e QF, or x e g — QF.)

(Theorem 2.6 which will be proved for semirecursive sets in general appears to

imply Lemma 2.2, but notice that in Lemma 2.2 the rational endpoints are in QF

not just in g. This is essential for the proof of Theorem 2.3.)

Theorem 2.3. There is a r.e. cut LiA) such that L(A)%ttA.

Proof. Effectively enumerate all potential truth table reductions (//-reductions)

by enumerating all partial recursive functions of one variable, {he(x)}, and letting

the potential //-reduction of index e correspond as defined in Lemma 2.2 to the

pair of functions, {/(x), zMe(x)}, where/(x) = zV(«e(x)), and me(x) = l(he(x)). (This

will be a //-reduction if the latter functions are defined for all x.)

We will construct a real number, 0(/l), by a sequence of nested intervals,

{[xe, ye]}, such that 0(/l) e [xe, ye] will imply that the potential //-reduction of

index e does not reduce LiA) to A. These intervals are constructed by defining at

each stage s, the intervals {[xse, yse]} for every e such that

(2.2) (s)(e)[[xse + x,yl + x]^ [xse,y¡]],

(2.3) (s)(e)[0 < yl-xl g 2-J,

(2.4) (s)(e)[xl á xl+1],

(2.5) (e)[limsx| = xe   and   \imsy¡ = ye].
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Stage s=0. For every z, set x(° = 0 and yf = 2~'. For convenience in treating the

case e = 0, define xL x = 0, and js_ x = 2 for all s ä 0.

Stage s>0. Let e = k(s), and define

zl = ps[z e O»"\ylzl) n(Q- QF)}.

Case I. Either xse~1>xsez\, or 7ze(z|) is not defined by stage s. For all i, set

x? = Xi~1, and yt—y!'1. (It will be clear from the construction as a whole that if

xse~1>xesZx, then, in Sack's terminology [17], the eth requirement has been met at

an earlier stage and not injured at any subsequent stage.)

Case II. Otherwise, xse~1=xsez\, and/e(z|) and zzie(z|) are both defined.

Let u' = pu[DuçI[0, m] & zl e (0(F>U), 0(DJ + 2-m)], where m = me(zse).

Define [xse, yse] = [k(v'), l(v')], where v' is the least v such that:

(2.6) k(v), l(v) e QF,

(2.7) 0 < l(v)-k(v) < 2-e,

(2.8) ik(v),l(v)]^(fe-\fez\),

(2.9) (i)se[itlk(v),l(v)],

(2.10) [k(v), l(v)] £ (HDA zl) if «' 6 7>/e(z|),

£ (z|, 0(7)u.) + 2-m)    otherwise.

(Note that because zl e Q-Qr, while O(7)„0, 0(Du.) + 2-m,^-1, andj|li e Qs, zl

is never equal to any of these endpoints.)

For all i<e, set xf = xf-1, and vf = vf_1.

For all i>e, set x¡ = x|, and

J. = py[yeQF&y <y¡_x&0<y-x*i < 2"'].

We omit the straightforward induction on e which proves simultaneously that

lims x| and lims yl exist. By (2.7) and (2.8), C)e [xe, ye] contains a unique real

number, say a. The associated lower cut, La = {x | xSa} is r.e. because by our

construction (2.4) holds and the r.e. set (JSi„ {x|} is cofinal in La. Furthermore, a is

nonrational because by (2.9) each rational is excluded from at least one interval.

Being nonrational, a has a unique binary expansion so there is a unique set A

such that O04) = a, and L(A)=La.

Since O04) is nonrational, we can apply Lemma 2.2 to prove that L(A)^ttA.

Suppose to the contrary that L(A)SuA by a »-reduction of index e. Then he(x)

must be (total) recursive, and thus Case II in the definition of [x|, yl] holds at some

stage s such that e=k(s) and (i)Se[xi = xsi ¡Lyi=y'/\. Now suppose that the first

clause of (2.10) holds, namely that [x|, yl] £ (0(7)u-), zl) and u' e Dfelz't). Then as

in Lemma 2.2, the «-reduction of index e asserts that because u' e D/eUj„ we must

have zl e L(A). However, O(^) < zl implies zse $ L(A), a contradiction. A similar

contradiction arises when the other clause of (2.10) holds, because there is only
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one candidate in Dftlz'e-, (namely u') for a //-reduction. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

By Theorem 2.3, it is false in general that L(A) = tiA. Nevertheless, it is easy to

show that there is a cut of every //-degree. (The following result is similar to

Theorem 3.6 in [5] where Jockusch proves that there is a semirecursive set of every

//-degree. In fact, he proves that A=ttLF(A), where LF(A)=L(A) n QF. For

genuine Dedekind cuts, however, we have seen that in general L(A)-$ttA. We will

show that in every //-degree there is a set A such that L(A) = ttA.)

Theorem 2.4. For every set B, there is an A such that B=mA = ttL(A).

Proof. Given 9, if B is recursive, let A = B. Otherwise, A={2y \ ye B}. Clearly

B = mA. Since A is nonrecursive, in particular A is nonrational. By the well-known

properties of binary expansions of rationals, for any rational xe Q, either xe QF

(see (2.1)), or xe Q— QF, and x has an (eventually) repeating binary expansion.

In the latter case, define [x]¡ = 0 or 1 according as the zth place in the (unique)

binary expansion if x is 0 or 1. We can define the recursive function,

m(x) =1 if x = 2

= 1+ max {z | zeDy} if x e QF & x = Of/zJ

= pi[[x]i =l&ixt{2*\yeN}]     if x e Q- QF.

Since 0(,4) is nonrational, it is immediate from the definition of m(x) that for

every x, x^Q>(A n /[0, m(x)]), and hence that xeL(A) o [x< OL4 n /[0, m(x)])].

This procedure can easily be formulated as a //-reduction in the form of Definition

2.1.

Theorem 2.5. There is a tt-complete cut.

Proof. If A is a //-complete set, then L(A) is r.e., and L(A) is //-complete since

A-gttL(A) by Theorem 1.2.

The //-reduction of Definition 2.1 assumes an especially simple form if A is semi-

recursive.

Theorem 2.6. £e/ 5 ¿»e semirecursive but neither 0 nor N. Then B^ttS if and

only if there is a recursive function g'(x) such that

xeBo (3y)[y e Dg.(x) & k(y) eS& l(y) e S'}.

Proof. Let B-¿ttS via recursive functions/and g as in Definition 2.1. We may

assume that for all x, DgM intersects S and S'. Let Dg(x) = {qi}fix} such that

Mli)<MI2)< ■ ■ ■ <Mlc(x)), where C(x) = card DgM. Now we may eliminate any

elements of DfM superfluous to the //-reduction by defining Dp(x) £ Dgix) as follows,

%) = {?< I 1 ¿ i < C(x) & (3y)[Dy = {qi, q2,..., a,} & y e Dfw]}.

If we define Dgix)={j(qi,qi + X) \ qi e Dp(x)} the assertion follows. The converse is

clear.
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We will use the following special case of Theorem 2.6 along with this notation

in our proof of Theorem 2.8.

Corollary 2.7. If L(A) is neither 0 nor N, then BSuL(A) if and only if there

are recursive functions p(x) and g(x) such that for all x,

(1) DpMsDg(x) = {q/}^ix¡, where C(x) = card DgW,

(2) qx<q2<      <qcw,

(3) xeBo (3i)<c(x)[qi e Dp(x) & Q(A) e [qh qi + x)].

Theorem 1.9 established that for nonrecursive cuts L(A) and F(7i), if L(A)

SmL(B), then L(B)STL(A). This, however, leaves open the question of whether

there is a stronger result, such as: for nonrecursive cuts L(A) and L(B), does

L(A)SmL(B) imply that L(B)SmL(A)l Of course, such an assertion cannot hold

for ordinary sets even if they are of the same degree, because for example, no

creative set is zzz:l reducible to a simple set. An analagous proof for cuts fails,

however, because the linear ordering of the rationals imposes such great uniformity

on cuts that no cut can be a simple or creative set. The following theorem settles

these questions.

Theorem 2.8. There are nonrecursive r.e. cuts L(A) and L(B) such that L(A)

SmL(B),andL(B)$ttL(A).

Proof. The proof depends upon a more complicated version of the nested

interval priority construction used in proving Theorem 2.3. Here we must simul-

taneously construct a recursive map/, as well as two sequences of nested intervals:

{[xe, ye]} converging to 0(/I); and {[xe, ye]} converging to O(fi). These intervals are

constructed by defining at each stage s, the intervals {[x|, yl]} and {[x|, yl]} for

every e, which will satisfy (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) of the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Effectively enumerate all potential zz-reductions on cuts by enumerating all

partial recursive functions, {he(x)}, and letting the eth /¿-reduction correspond as

described in Lemma 2.6 to the pair of functions </ze(x), ge(x)), where pe(x) = k(he(x)),

and ge(x) = l(he(x)), (whenever the right-hand sides are defined).

Stage s = 0. For every i, set x? = xf = 0, and y° =y°=2~\ Also define f0(xf) = x°,

and f°(y°)=y° for all i. For convenience in treating the case z'=0, we define

xi.! = xi! = 0, andjr*_x=ys-x = 2, for all s^0.

Stage s>0. Let e = k(s), and define

zl = pz[ze(y\-\yl--X)}.

Case I. Either xse~1>xsez\, or he(zl) is not defined by stage s. For all z, set

x!=xT\ vf = vf_1, x? = xr\ and y\=y\-1.

Case II. Otherwise x|_1=x|:î, and pc(zse) and ge(Sse) are both defined.

Define

zse = fjLz[z < ysezl & (w)[w e [z,ysez\) =- w i dorn/8"1]].

(Note that z|>ji_1, since yl'1 edom/s_1.)
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Let D9eUi) = {qx, q2,..., qcM} as described in Lemma 2.6, and let

i" = ni[[qi,qi+i)n(zi,ysez\)¿ 0].

Define [x¡, yse] = [k(u'), /(«')], where u' is the least u such that : 0 < l(u) - k(u) <2~c,

and

[*(«),/(«)]£ [qi;q,+ l)n(z¡,ylzl).

Define [x*e, yse] = [k(v'), l(v')], where v' is the least v such that 0</(v)-Jfc(v)<2-e,

and

[k(v),l(v)]^(y°e-\%)    if qr e DVe0:l)

= (il, yl'-\)   otherwise.

For i<e, set x¡ = x¡_1, ysi=y\~1, x¡=xf_1, and y\=yl~1.

For i>e, set xf = x|, xsi=xse,

f/=Mf<>1-i&o <y-x¡< 2~%
and

M = Wb < Jpf-i &0 < y-xl < 2-'].

Define the partial recursive function fs :

fis(w) = fis~ 1(w) if we domain fis~1

= xf if w = Xsi

= yi iîw = y!

= x¡ if w = pv[v e (x¡_x, x¡) & v Kt dom/s_1]

= y\ if w = pv[ve(ysi,ysi_i) &v xtdomf"'1].

We omit the straightforward proof by induction on e that for every e, the

sequences {x^}, {yse}, {x|}, and {j>f,} all attain limits as s increases. As in Theorem

2.3, p|e [xe, y A and He [xe, Fe] define unique real numbers, say a and ß respectively.

The associated lower cuts La = {x \ x^ a}, and Le={x \ x^ß}, are r.e. as in proof of

Theorem 2.3, because (2.4) holds and the r.e. set IJs.e {-*1} is cofinal in La, and

Us,e {*e} is cofinal in Lß.

By the first clause in the definition of/s, it is clear that for all s,fs + 1 extends/5.

Let/=lims/s. Then/is total recursive by a trivial induction because of the fourth

and fifth clauses (in the definition of/5). Furthermore, by the second and third

clauses,

(s)(e)[f(xl) = x5 &f(y¡) = yi].

Hence, fi(La)^Lß and fi(L'a)S^L'ß. Thus by proof of Theorem 1.8, La = TLß. Once

we prove that Lß%ttLa, we can conclude that neither La nor Lß is recursive.

Suppose that Lß fí ttLa by the //-reduction of index e. Then he(x) is total recursive,

and thus Case II (of our construction) holds at some stage / such that e = k(t), and

(i)se[x\ = x¡ &y¡ = y¡ & x\ = x, &y¡ = yt]-
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Now suppose that [£'e, j>e]£(j>é~\ H) and hence that qv e DPeizse). Then according

to Lemma 2.6, since a e [xl, yl]^[q¡, ?¡ + i), the //-reduction of index e asserts that

z\ e LB. However, ß e [x\, yl] £ (yl'1, il) implies that ß < zl, and hence that z\ $ Le,

a contradiction. A similar contradiction arises in the other case, namely where

[xl,yl]^(£¡,ylz\). We conclude that Lß£ttLa.

Thus La and Lß are not recursive sets. In particular, a and ß are not rational

numbers, and thus have unique binary expansions. There are unique sets A and 77

such that O04) = « and 0(77)=^ so that L(A)=La and L(B)=LB.

The characterization in Lemma 2.6 of //-reducibility on semirecursive sets has

another consequence, which is the //-reducibility analogue of the cofinality

(Theorem 1.7) associated with zzz-reducibility. Suppose that A and B are semi-

recursive and that AS iß via recursive functions p(x) and g(x) as defined in the

proof of Lemma 2.6. For any fixed x, letting DgM={qi}fJcl, we can find (although

not effectively) the unique V such that q¡. e B and qv + i e 77'. Let ux=qt; vx=qï + i,

and let UA = {ux \xeA}, VA = {vx \xeA}. By definition UA^B and VAçB'. We

will sketch the easy proof that if A is nonrecursive, then

(1) ASuB^ [UAL%Bor VAL%B'], and

(2) ^^„77 and B% TA => [UAL%Band VAL%B'}.

Now (1) follows because otherwise A and A' are both easily seen to be r.e.

In (2), suppose that UA^B but VAZ%B', then it is easy to show that ASmB and

hence 77^T.4 by Theorem 1.9. Finally, if VAS^.B' but UAL%B then ASmB' and

again BSTA.

In §1, Theorem 1.7 led immediately to the reflexiveness associated with zzz-

reducibility (Theorem 1.9). No such reflexiveness holds here because ux and vx

cannot be determined effectively from x.

3. Cylinders and order isomorphism types. In attempting to classify r.e. sets,

Myhill [13] introduced the notion of (r.e.) cylinder. Rogers [17] extended the

concept to sets in general, and derived several equivalent characterizations.

Definition 3.1. A set A is a cylinder if there is some set B such that A = iBxN.

Theorem 3.2 (Rogers). A is a cylinder if and only if one of the following conditions

holds:

(1) A = iAxN.

(2) For all B, [BSmA => BSiA].

(3) There is a recursive function / such that for all x

(i)  0+Dx^A ^f(x)eA-Dx,

(ii) 0¥=Dxçz-A' =>f(x)eA'-Dx.

(For a proof see Rogers [17].) Condition (2) illustrates the connection between

cylinders and m : 1 reducibility. Condition (3) characterizes cylinders by a " doubly

productive" property with respect to finite sets, and gives rise to a generalization

due to P. R. Young [25].
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Definition 3.3 (Young). A set A is a semicylinder if there is a (total) recursive

function / such that

(1) (x)[/(x)#x],

(2) f(A) <= A and f(A')<= A'.
Clearly every cylinder is a semicylinder, but Young has shown [25] that the

converse is false. On cuts, however, these conditions are equivalent.

Lemma 3.4. A cut LiA) is a cylinder if and only if LiA) is a semicylinder.

Proof. Suppose LiA) is a semicylinder with recursive function/(x). We define a

recursive function g(x) which satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 3.2. For every x

such that Dxj= 0, define mx = pz[z e Dx], and define the infinite recursive set

Bx = {y | mx < y < fimx)}   if mx < fimx)

= {y I f(mx) < y < mx}   iff(mx) < mx.
Define

*(*) = py[yeBx-Dx]   if Dx ± 0

= 0 otherwise.

Theorem 3.5. There is an r.e. cut L(A) which is not a cylinder.

Proof. Simultaneously enumerate all partial recursive functions of one variable,

letting/(x) denote the eth such function. We construct a real number OL4) by a

sequence of nested intervals {[xe, ye]} such that for each e, OL4) 6 [xe, ye] will

imply that L(A) is not a semicylinder by the function /„. These intervals are con-

structed by defining at each stage s and for every e the intervals [xse, yse] satisfying

(2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Stage s=0. For every i, set x? = 0, and y° = 2~'. Again for convenience, define

xs_! = 0, andj>s_! = 2 for alls^O.

Stage s>0. Let e = k(s), and define

z¡ = pz[ze(fe-\ylzx)}.

Case I. Either (1) fe(zse) is not defined by stage s, or (2) /(z|) = z|, or (3)

x,e~1>xttz{. (If (2) holds then/, having a fixed point, cannot be a semicylinder

function.)

For all i, set x¡=xs_1 and yï=y!~1.

Case II. Otherwise define [x|, yl] = [k(u'), /(«')] where u' is the least u such that

(1) 0<l(u)-k(u)<2-e,

(2) [*(«),/(*)]SOT\y>ez\),

[*(«), /(«)]  =  (zSe,fe(Z¡))     if Zl  < fe(ZSe)

= (fe(zl), Zl)     iffe(zl)  <  Zl

For all i<e, set x¡ = Xi_1, and y\=y!~1.

For all i>e, set xf = x|, and

yi = p-y\y <fi-x&0< y-x\ < 2-*].
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We again omit the straightforward proof by induction on e that for every e, the

sequences {x|} and {y¡} attain limits, say xe and ye, as s increases. As in the proof

of Theorems 2.3 and 2.7, f)e [xe, ye] defines a unique real number, say a, whose

(lower) Dedekind cut La is r.e. Now if La is a semicylinder by the function fie,

then/ is a total recursive function and (x)[/e(x)/x]. Hence, Case II holds at some

stage / at which e = k(t) and (i)ée[x\=xi & vj = v¡]. But then by the definition of

[xl, yl], either z3e e La and fe(zse) e L'a or vice versa. In either case fi cannot be a

semicylinder function for La.

In particular La is not recursive (since every nontrivial recursive cut is a cylinder).

Since a is nonrational it has a unique binary expansion. We complete the proof by

letting A be the unique set such that 0(^4) = a and L(A)=La.

Two results of P. R. Young are immediate corollaries of Theorem 3.5. A non-

creative r.e. set A is pseudo-creative [24] if for every r.e. set 77<=/F, there is an

infinite r.e. set C^A' n 77'. Young showed [24] that not all pseudo-creative sets

are cylinders. This result follows from Theorem 3.5 because every nonrecursive r.e.

cut is psuedo-creative, since no cut is a creative, simple or pseudo-simple set.

A set A is defined to be a splinter if there exist x0e N and a recursive function/

such that A = {f\xa) \ i e N}. Young's main motivation in [26] was to prove that

not all pseudo-creative sets are splinters, a result which he points out is interesting

because "classification of recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets is traditionally by the

recursive structure in their complements; thus when one has a class of r.e. sets

which is not defined by reference to the complements, one wants to know whether

the class may also be defined by the more traditional methods." (Young's remark

in substance appears in Myhill [13, p. 215].) Young's result is also a corollary of

Theorem 3.5 because any nontrivial cut which is a splinter is a cylinder, although

this is false for sets in general.

Lemma 3.6. An r.e. cut L(A) is a cylinder if and only if L(A) is a splinter.

Proof. We may assume L(A) nonrecursive since every nontrivial recursive cut is

both a cylinder and a splinter. It is easy to prove (see Myhill [13]) that every non-

empty r.e. set which is a cylinder is a splinter. Conversely, suppose that L(A) is a

splinter via the recursive function/ Define the r.e. set

X = {x | f(x) = x V (3y)[x > y &/(x) = f(y)]}.

Now A^£(F(^))' because L(A) is a splinter. Since X is r.e., X is not cofinal in

(L(A))' else (F(y4))' is r.e. and hence recursive. Thus there exists x0 e (F04))' such

that (y)[y e X => y > x0]. But then L(A) is a semicylinder via the recursive function,

g(x) = fi(x)   if x S x0

^ Xq II X ->  Xq,

Thus L(A) is a cylinder by Lemma 3.4.

Corollary 3.7 (Young). There is a pseudo-creative set which is not a splinter.
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(Young [26] does in fact prove somewhat more, namely that any creative set has

a subset which is pseudo-creative, not a splinter, and ¿//-complete. This result

neither implies nor is implied by Theorem 3.5 and corollaries since in particular

L(A) cannot be ¿//-complete.)

The ordering imposed by the rationals on cuts suggests an order analogue of

many-one (one-one) reducibility which in turn gives rise to a stronger version for

cuts of Theorem 3.2.

Definition 3.8. If a recursive linear ordering, denoted by =^, is imposed on N,

and if A, BçN, then

(1) A is many-one order preserving reducible to B (denoted A á°rd£) if there is a

recursive function/(x) such that

(i)f(A)sB and f(A')Ç=B',

(ii) (x)(y)[[x<y =>f(x)<f(y)] & [*>y =>/(*)>/DON-
(2) If in addition / is one-one, then A is one-one order preserving reducible to B

(A^?dB).

(3) If/is one-one and onto then A is recursively order isomorphic to B (A^°TiB).

By Lemma 1.5 it follows that for any semirecursive sets A and B (each with

recursive linear ordering induced by xbA and xbB respectively) if A á m B, then A :£ „rd£.

Definition 3.9. If a recursive linear ordering, denoted by ^, is imposed on N,

A (g) B is the cartesian product A x B with lexicographic recursive ordering (i.e.

<x, y)«,u, v) holds if x<u or x = u and y<v).

By identifying each « with n (and thus N with g) we abuse notation and some-

times write L(A) <g) L(B) and £(/l)^°rdL(Ä) instead of L(A) <g> L(£) and LL4)

á ordL(.S). The recursive linear ordering for cuts will always be that induced by the

fixed map, x -> x. The following elementary theorem is the order analogue for

cuts of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.10. A cut L(A) is a cylinder if and only if L(A) satisfies one of the

following:

(1) L(A) is a semicylinder.

(2) L(A)^°«L(A)®Q.
(3) For all B, [L(B)^0TiL(A) => L(B)^°xriL(A)].

Proof. In Lemma 3.4 we proved (1). Now (2) => (3), and (3) => (1) are trivial

analogues of the standard proofs in Rogers [17]. To prove (1) =- (2), assume that

L(A) is a semicylinder via the recursive function / Let J: g (g) g -> g be a 1:1

recursive, order preserving map from g <g> g onto g. For any x, y e g, let <x, y)

denote the image J(x, y). To prove (2) it suffices to construct a 1:1 recursive, order

preserving map h from L(A) onto J(L(A) (g> g). For any x define the rational

intervals,

Ix = [x,f(x)]   if x< f(x)

= [f(x),x]   iff(x)<x.

h = [<*, 0>, </(*), 2>]   ifx</(x)

= [</(*), 0>, <*, 2>]   if/(x) < x.
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Note that for each x, IX<=L(A) or IX<=(L(A))', similarly for îx, and that IX<^L(A)

if and only if îxçJ(L(A) <g> g).

At each stage s we define h on the interval 7S such that A is 1:1, recursive, order

preserving, and is onto 7S. (Of course, h may be already defined on some subintervals

of 7S, in which case we need define h only on the new subintervals of 7S.) Clearly,

L(A)?miJ(L(A) <g> 0)viaA.

Myhill's Theorem [12] asserts that if two sets A and 77 are of the same one-one

degree (A = x B), then they are recursively isomorphic (A ~ B). To see that the order

analogue of Myhill's theorem fails for cuts, we define certain " monotone " cylinders.

These notions are suggested by the interpretation of a cut L(A) as a cylinder if

both L(A) and (L(A))' are preserved under some fixed point free recursive function

(Lemma 3.4).

Definition 3.11. A cut L(A) is an increasing (decreasing) cylinder if there is a

recursive function/such that

(1) f(L(A))^L(A) and f(L(A))'c:(L(A))', and

(2) (x)[x^2 &X/O04) =>/(x)>x] (respectively, (x)[x#0 =*/(x)<x]).

Furthermore, L(A) is a two-way cylinder ( $ -cylinder) if L(A) is both an increasing

cylinder ( f -cylinder) and a decreasing cylinder ( j -cylinder).

In the terminology of Lacombe [9], if L(A) is a f -cylinder ( j -cylinder), then

L(A) ((L(A))') is a "recursively open" set, as can be seen more clearly by the

characterization in Theorem 3.12.

These new cylinders can be neatly characterized by analogy with condition (2)

of Theorem 3.10. We omit the straightforward proofs.

Theorem 3.12. The cut L(A) is a:

(1) cylinder o L(A)^°ráL(A) <g> g.

(2) t -cylinder o L(A)^oriL(A) ® g n [0, 2).

(3) | -cylinder o L(A)^oML(A) <g> g n (0, 2].

(4) $ -cylinder o L(A)^OTiL(A) <g> g n (0, 2).

One speaks of "cylindrifying" a set A by taking the image j(A x N), of the

cartesian product ^4xA under the recursive isomorphism y from NxN onto A.

Analogously, Theorem 3.12 allows us to cylindrify a nontrivial cut L(A) in any of

four distinct ways, JX(L(A) <g> Q), J2(L(A) <g> g n [0, 2)), J3(L(A) ® Q n (0, 2]),

or Ji(L(A) <g> Q n (0, 2)), where Jx (respectively J2, J3, Jx) is a recursive order

isomorphism from Q <g> Q (respectively Q ® Ö n [0, 2), g (g) g n (0, 2],

Q (g) g n (0, 2)) onto g (respectively g n [0, 2), g n (0, 2], or g n (0, 2)), and

where for all i, 1 SiS4, J¡(0, 0) = 0 and JÁ2, 2) = 2. Furthermore, it is easy to prove

that such cylindrification introduces no extraneous cylinder properties. (For

example, J2(L(A) <S¡ g n [0, 2)) is a j -cylinder if and only if L(A) is a j -cylinder,

etc.) We can now easily disprove the order analogue of Myhill's theorem.

Theorem 3.13. There are cuts L(A) and L(B) such that L(A) = °xTiL(B) but
L(A)ZmiL(B).
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Proof. Let L(C) be an r.e. lower cut which is not a cylinder. (By Theorem 3.5

L(C) exists.) Define L(A)=J2(L(C) ® g n [0, 2)), and L(B)=J3(L(C) (g> g n (0,2]),

where y2 and 73 are the recursive order isomorphisms described above. Define a

one-one order preserving recursive map h: g -> g n [1/2, 3/2] by A(«) = ( 1 ¡2)(n)

+ 1/2. Now £(/l)^?rd£(B) via the recursive mapg, defined by g((n, m)) = {n,h(m)).

Similarly L(B)í°xráL(A). However, if L(A)^0TiL(B), then clearly LiA) is a 1-

cylinder if and only if £(fi) is a j -cylinder. By our earlier remark, £(/() cannot be

a j -cylinder since £(C) is not. Since £(/J) is a j -cylinder, L(A)Z%oráL(B).

There is an interesting theorem observed by R. W. Robinson which demon-

strates that if L(A) is a f -cylinder, then A cannot be too "sparse".

Theorem 3.14 (R. W. Robinson). If L(A) is a f -cylinder, then A is not hyper-

immune.

Proof. Let L(A) be a f -cylinder via the recursive function / (defined on g).

We will construct a recursive function g (defined on A') such that

(n)(3a)[a e A & g(n) < a gg(»+l)].

Thus the strong array of finite sets, {/?„}, will witness that A is not hyperimmune,

where Bn = {m | g(n)<a^g(n+ 1)}. Given any rational y, define [j]¡ to be 0 or 1

according as the z'th place in the dyadic expansion of y is 0 or 1. (Since each y is

effectively presented as a ratio of natural numbers, we can always eliminate any

ambiguous expansions by always favoring the expansion ... 1000... instead of

...OUI....) Define recursive functions m and g,

m(x, y) = (pi)>y[[f(<í>(L>x))]i = 1]    if such exists

= 0 otherwise.

g(0) = ni[\f(0)1 = I],
g(n+ 1) = max {m(x, g(n)) | all x such that Dx £ 1(0, g(n))}.

Now if AnI(0,g(n)) = Dz, then <¡>(DZ) e L(A), and hence /(0(£»2)) e L(A).

But/(0(D,))>0(£),) so (H)>gM[[f(®(DM=n and hence m(z,g(n))>gin). Now

/(0(£)2)) e LiA) implies that (3a)[a e A & g(n)<a^g(n+l)].

It was announced by mistake in [20] that the converse of Theorem 3.14 also

holds. Although this is false for genuine Dedekind cuts, it easily holds if we

replace L(A) by LF(A), where LF(A) = L(A) n QF. Now using the fact that LF(A)

is a f -cylinder if and only if A is not hyperimmune, we can construct a hyper-

immune set A such that L(A) is r.e. We first slightly modify the proof of Theorem

3.5 (with QF in place of g) in order to construct a set A such that LF(A) is r.e. but

not a cylinder. In particular, LF(A) is not a f -cylinder and hence A is hyper-

immune, but L(A) is r.e. because LF(A) is r.e.

The existence of a hyperimmune set A which yields an r.e. lower cut L(A)

suggests that we ask just how "sparse" the set A can be so that L(A) remains r.e.
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In [21] we show that one can even find a cohesive set C with r.e. lower cut L(C).

To observe more easily the weaker fact that there exists a non-r.e. set which

yields an r.e. lower cut, C. G. Jockusch Jr. has pointed out that if A is any r.e. set,

and if B = A join A' = {2/7 | n e A} u {2zz +1 | zz e A'}, then L(B) is a r.e. but B is

not r.e. unless A is recursive.

4. Semicreative Dedekind cuts. The existence of semicreative cuts is of interest

because: (1) semicreativity is the strongest type of creativity which can exist on

cuts, since by Corollary 1.13 there are no semirecursive sets which are creative or

quasicreative, and (2) semicreativity on cuts is related to the cylinder properties

developed in §3.

Definition 4.1. A set F is semiproductive if there is a partial recursive function

p such that for all e,

Wec p => [p(e) is defined and We ^ Wp<e) c p].

An r.e. set A is semicreative if A' is semiproductive.

It is easy to show that there exist semicreative cuts because we can prove that

every truth table complete cut is semicreative. (There exist //-complete cuts by

Theorem 2.5.) Since there are no quasicreative cuts, this gives another method of

answering Shoenfield's question, answered first by Yates [23], of whether every

semicreative set is quasicreative. We use the theorem of Friedberg and Rogers

([3], Corollary 5) that an r.e. set S is //-complete if and only if 5" is //-productive.

Definition 4.2. A set F is tt-productive if there is a recursive function g such

that for any x, g(x) is an effective index for the sequence of finite sets G, Fx, F2,...,

Fn (where F^G for ¡Sn) such that either

(1) for some iSn, [Ftç=P and G-Fi^P'], or

(2) for some ¡Sn, [F¡£ Wx and G-F^P'],

but not both.

Theorem 4.3. If A is semirecursive and tt-complete, then A is semicreative.

Proof. For notational simplicity we will assume that A is a cut and that >/>A is

our fixed map, x -> x. The general case follows by precisely the same proof. Let A

be //-complete. Then by Friedberg and Rogers [3] A' is //-productive via, say the

recursive function g. Given any xe N, if WX^A', and if G, Fx, F2,..., Fn is the

sequence associated with g(x), then (1) rather than (2) of Definition 4.2 must hold,

since if (2), then for some i, F¡<= WX^Ä implying both (1) and (2) contrary to

hypothesis. Fixing x, we define >>i = min{z| z e FJ, for iSn, and the recursive

functions, fs(x) and p(x),

fs(x) = max {yi\ i S n & y, < min {z\ ze Wx}}   if such exists

= 2 otherwise.

Wpw= WxKj{p(x)\seN}.
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Now for all x, Wx<=-Á implies rVx^ WV{X)^A'. Furthermore, p(x) is a recursive

function because it is recursive in g(x), uniformly in x. Thus A is semicreative.

It is now natural to ask whether there is a semicreative cut which is not (Turing)

complete, for if all semicreative cuts are complete, then they are the natural

analogue for cuts of creative sets which are m:l complete. Yates [23] proved that

there is a semicreative set of every degree. Yates' proof cannot be directly carried

over to cuts for the same reason that the standard diagonal argument for con-

structing creative sets fails for cuts. Namely, when one adds a new element to a cut,

one simultaneously introduces all lesser (in the rational ordering) elements, and

thus one loses the precise coding of information which these proofs require. By a

more complicated construction which relies on Yates' basic ideas, we can prove

that there is a semicreative cut of every nonrecursive r.e. degree. (Our complications

arise from the fact that g(n), our bound on the information enumerated in We,

must be large enough to enable proof of Lemma II below, but small enough to be

recursive in A, uniformly in «.)

Theorem 4.4. If A is any nonrecursive r.e. set, then there is a cut L(B) of the same

(Turing) degree as A such that L(B) is semicreative.

Proof. We will construct B as the disjoint union of r.e. sets C and D, each

recursive in A, and such that C^3N, and D = {3x + 2 \ x e A}. Since A is recursive

in D, B will be of the same degree as A.

Define the rational p| = min {x | x e Wf¡, and the real number p = lims p\. (Here

lim is used in the analytic sense for the first time.) Let ß denote 0(5), and ßn

denote 0(5 n /[O, «]). As we construct B, we simultaneously construct for each e,

a nonincreasing sequence of rationals, {<r|}, such that if ae = lims <r|, then

(4.1) (e)[Pe >ß=>Pe>ae>ß\.

This will insure that (£(£))' is semiproductive because we can define WvW =

{x | x^ctJ, thus satisfying Definition 4.1. That {o-J} is nonincreasing in s for fixed e

insures that the upper cut determined by oe is r.e. in {pse} uniformly in e.

Let a(y) be a one-one recursive function whose range is A, and let A(s) =

{°-(y) I y = s)- Let m(s) = max{a(y) | yus}, and note that m(s) is unbounded and

nondecreasing as s increases. Define the recursive function/

f(s, x) = max {y | y ^ s & a(y) i x}   if (3y)Ss[a(y) è x]

= 0 otherwise.

It is easy to verify that,

(4.2) /is nondecreasing in both variables,

(4.3) (s)(x)[f(s,m(s) + x) = s),

(4.4) (s)(x)[f(s,x)^s].
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Stage s>0. Define D(s)={3x + 2 | x e A(s)}. Let C(s, i) denote C(s) n 7[0, i],

and likewise, 77(.s, f) and D(s, i). We will first define the finite sets C(s, 3m) in

m(s)+ 1 substages as zz varies from 0 to m(s), and will then define C(s) = C(s, 3m(s)),

and B(s) = C(s) u F>(j). (It will be obvious that for each z, C(s) n 7[0, z'] = C(j, z),

and hence that our notation is consistent.)

Substage n = 0. Set C(s, O)=0.

Substage0<nSm(s). Assume that C(s, 3(n — 1)) has been defined. Set C(s, 3n — 1)

= C(s,3n-2) = C(s,3n-3), and B(s,3n-l) = C(s,3n-l) u C(s,3n-l), and let

ß3n-i denote 0(77(i, 3zz— 1)). Define the recursive functions / and g,

t(s, n) = max {/1 / S s & B(t, 3zz- 1) # 77(/ ̂  1, 3zz- 1)}

if zz > U and such a / exists

= 0   if n = 0 or no such / exists,

g(s, ri) = max {fi(s, n),f(t, m(t))},   where / = t(s, n).

Now by (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) we have,

(4.5) g is nondecreasing in both variables,

(4.6) (s)(x)[g(s, x) S f(s, m(s))].

Define

C(s, 3/z) = C(s, 3zz -1) u {3zz}   if ,,&"> S ßs3n-i + 2'3'1

= C(s, 3n— 1) otherwise.

(Our motivation for the definition of C(s, 3n) is that if the first clause holds, we can

satisfy requirement zc(zz) by adjoining 3zz to C, since then 3ne B and thus ß3n

=ß%n-i + 2'3\   Now  by  hypothesis,  rf&"»Sßs3n-i + 2'3n=ß3n,  and  therefore

Pk(.n)^ß-)

Define C(s) = [J {C(s, i) | /¿3m(j-)}, and C=U. C(i).

Note that C is thus r.e. because if the first clause in the definition of C(s, 3zz) holds

at one stage, then it holds at all later stages since g(s, n) is nondecreasing and thus,

(s)(t)>s[pïiS'n)  ^   pf'n>&^n-l   S ßsn-ll

Simultaneously, at stage s we define o% for each e. To do this we first define,

v(s, e) = max {zz | zz = 0 V [e = k(n) &n S m(s)]},

and h(s, e)=g(s, v(s, e)). Clearly,

(4.7) (e)[v(s, e) is unbounded and nondecreasing in s], because m(s) is unbounded

and nondecreasing. Hence, by (4.5),

(4.8) (e)[h(s, e) is unbounded and nondecreasing in s], and

(4.9) (s)(e)[h(s, e)Sf(s, m(s))], by (4.6).

Define
<r| = 0 if phe(s'e) S ßs

= phe(s-e) if zz(j, e) = 0 & phe(s-e) > ßs

= /)«s.e)_2-(32<5>c) + 1>   if v(s, e) =£ 0 & phe(s-e) > ßs
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where if clause 3 holds, we define z(s, e) by

z(s, e) = pn[e = k(n) & P*<s,e) > rW)-i+2~3B]-

Note that if pe>ß then clause 3 always holds for sufficiently large i by (4.7). Now

z(s, e) is well defined because if clause 3 above holds then

(4.10) z(s, e) ^ v(s, e),

because by clause 3 and the definition of « (letting v(s, e) = v), we have

p9(s,v) __  ph(s.e)  > ßs^

and therefore,
nS(.s,v)   ^   OS 4_9-3t)
Pe > P3D-1 + ¿        ;

else by definition of C(s,v) we would have insured that ß%v=ßlv-x + 2~3v, and

hence that pfs-v)-ißs, contradicting clause 3.

Finally (4.7) and (4.8) imply that for fixed e, z(s, e) is nondecreasing (but not

necessarily unbounded) in s, and hence that for fixed e, {ose} is nonincreasing.

This completes the construction.

By the definition of C(s, 3«) we have immediately,

(4.11) («)[« e C o pfâ S ß3n-i + 2~3n].

Thus a trivial induction on « proves that C is recursive in A once we show that the

function g(n) = hmsg(s, n) is recursive in A. (Induction on « is necessary because

ß3n-x itself depends upon C n /[0, 3«— 1], as well as upon A.)

Define u(n)=pu[(s)iu(i)án[i e A(s) o i e A]].

Clearly, u(n) is a function recursive in A. Note that

(4.12) (shuUÍ)6n[f(s,Í)=f(Í)]-

Lemma I. (n)(s)¿uín)(i)Sn[g(s, i)=g(i) & t(s, i) = t(i)], and hence g(n) and /(«) are

functions recursive in A.

Proof. Induction on «.

Case « = 0. We have (s)[t(s, 0) = 0], and/(0, x) = 0 for all x. Hence, g(s, 0)

=fi(s, 0), and the conclusion follows by (4.12).

Case n+l. By induction, assume for « that

(4-13) (s)su(n)(z)sn[g(s, i) = g(i) & t(s, i) = /(/)].

Hence, by (4.11) and (4.13),

f»gU(n)0')s3n[i eCoie C(s)].

But (i)án[3i+2e Bo ie A]. Hence, since 3« + l is never in B,

(j)ëu(n)(0s3n + 2[z eBoie B(s)},

(s)èu(n)(i)sn+i[t(s, i) = t(i)],   by definition.
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But g(zz+l) = max {/(n + l),/(/, m(t))}, where t=t(n+ 1). Hence, by (4.12),

(s)zu(n + l)(i)án + l[g(s, i) = #(')]■

Lemma II. (e)[pe>ß => pe>ae>ß].

Proof. Fix e and assume pe>ß. Then by (4.11),

(4.14) (n)(s)[e = k(n) => 3zz £ B(s)].

We claim ce>ß. If not, then (3s)(3w)>s[ßs<vseSßwl Let s be the least stage

such that clause 3 holds in the definition of ct|, and let w be the least stage such that

aseSßw- By clause 3 for cr| and by the definition of z(s, e), we have

(4.15) ph(S.e)_2-^+1) = ol S ßw,   where z = z(j, e),

and

(4.16) pMs,e)_23* > j3ji)_1>   where zz = t<i, e).

But by (4.14), for any s, 3z $ B(s), and 3z4-1 is never in B(s), hence by the proper-

ties of real numbers,

(4.17) ßw < i8^_1 + 2-(32+1),

and hence

(4.18) PT-e) <ßL-x + 2'3*,

by (4.15) and (4.17), but

(4.19) pf*-e) > ß%v_x+2'3* > ß32.x + 2'3\    by (4.16) and (4.10).

Therefore, ßs3z-i<ß^-i by (4.18) and (4.19).

Now since w was taken to be minimal, we have ß3i-\<ß3z-i, and hence t(w, z)

= w. Hence,

(4.20) g(w, z) 2: f(w, m(w)) ^ f(s, m(s)) £ h(s, e)

by the definition of g, (4.2), and (4.9) respectively. Now by (4.18) and (4.20),

„9(H),2)  <   -Ws.e)  ^   Ow        4.1-32
Pe =  Pe < P3z-l + ¿

Thus by definition of C(w, 3z), 3z e 77(w) contradicting (4.14).

Finally, we must prove pe>ce. If peS<re, then (s)(3t)>s[plScse]. For fixed e,

his, e) is unbounded in s by (4.8), so (assuming pe>ß) we can define an infinite

sequence of stages s(0), s(l),..., as follows:

i(0) = ps[ol < p^-e)],

S(i+l) = ps[pfs-e) S p«'«)-e)-2-<3;!(s(,)>e) + 1)].
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Since p^(o.e)_pA(S(¡ + i).e)^2-(32<s«)-e) + 1), clearly lims z(s, e) cannot exist, but

rather z(s, e) must increase without bound as s increases. Hence, by definition of

z(s, e),

(i)(3s)(n)[n < i&e = k(n) =- Phe(s'e)-ß3n.x i 2'3»].

But since ßs^ßs3n_x,

(i)(3s)[P^-ß° ï 2-3i],

and hence peuß, contradicting our original assumption. This completes the proof

of Theorem 4.4.

Lemma 4.5. If A is semirecursive and semicreative then A is a cylinder.

Proof. Let A' be semiproductive via p(x). For any x define the r.e. set

WgM = {y | My) â Mx)}-

Given any finite set Dx =/= 0. Let m(x) be the unique y0 such that Myo) —

min {My) I y e Dx}- Begin enumerating A and simultaneously attempt to compute

the partial recursive functions,

hx(x) = py[y e Wp(gim(xm & My) > Mm(x))],

h2(x) = py[y £ A — Dx],   if zw(x) has been enumerated in A.

For x^O define the recursive function h(x) to be hx(x) or h2(x) whichever is com-

puted first, and define «(0) = 0. (For x#0 eventually hx(x) or h2(x) is defined because

if m(x) s A then h2(x) is defined, while if m(x) e A' then hx(x) is defined.)

To show that A is a cylinder via « suppose that 0 ^DX<^A. If h(x) = hx(x) then

MKX)) < Mm(x)) so h(x)e A — Dx, while if h(x) = h2(x) then by definition

h(x)e A — Dx. Now suppose 0#D*<=/F. Necessarily h(x) = hx(x), and by semi-

productivity Wp(g{m{xm^A' so /z(x) £ A'-Dx.

Corollary 4.6 (Jockusch [4], unpublished). In every nonrecursive r.e. (Turing)

degree there is an m-degree consisting of a single 1 -degree.

Proof. By Theorem 4.4 in every nonrecursive r.e. degree there is a semicreative

set 5 which is semirecursive (in fact is a Dedekind cut). It is well known that if A

is semicreative and A^mB then B' is semiproductive. Thus for any B, if B=mS

then B is semicreative and semirecursive, so B and S are cylinders by Lemma 4.5,

and thus B=XS.

(In [5] Jockusch defines the notion of "positive" reducibility, denoted A^PB.

He has pointed out to us that Corollary 4.9 actually proves that "In every r.e.

(Turing) degree there is a p-degree consisting of a single 1-degree," a result which

his own construction [4, Corollary 5.10] does not accomplish.)
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